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FORGE   
Dedicated to the revival of the “King of Crafts”

 Volume 24 Issue 10 November 2010     

COMING  EVENTS 
 

Nov 28 2010…………....Meeting at Luxton 11:00AM 

December 2010…………No December meeting 

January 30 2011…Annual General Meeting 11:00AM                
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Rules 

Nobody really wants to follow rules….particularly when you didn’t make them up. 

We should all just get along… no muss no fuss. I’ll do my thing and you do yours 

and, of course, have fun when you are doing it! Too bad things just don’t seem to 

work out that way. We, apparently, were unknowing facilitators allowing at least one 

(perhaps more) of our younger club members to get in trouble with the law. (See 

Presidents report?) It seems that inheriting an X and Y chromosome automatically 

instills an interest in making weapons. Nice sharp shiny knives are unresistable.   

Brandishing such a knife to impress your friends is an automatic response…that 

some of us never outgrow. Unfortunately, school yards are not as innocent as they 

once were. The response to any perceived threat is overwhelming. 

 

We need some rules. No one under age 18 can make a weapon using club facilities. 

Everyone under age 18 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. There are cer-

tain rules of etiquette that we all should be following when using club facilities…like 

cleaning up after yourself, putting the tools back in their proper place….things like 

that. We need to reinforce the rules we already have and, unfortunately, likely make 

up some new ones.  
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2008 - Executive 
President::Ray Orchard 250 478-9839  

V P: Marty  Gilbertson  250 646-2334  

Secretary: Charlie Low 250 479-6712 
Treasurer:  Norm Norby 250 478-3589 

Librarian:  Skip Kennedy  250 478-

8172 
Editor:Dennis Gillett 

 

 

Publishing Info:  "Forge" is 

published monthly by and for 

members of the Vancouver Is-

land Blacksmith Assoc. General 

Correspondence for VIBA: 

1040 Marwood Ave, Victoria, 

BC, V9C 3C4.  (or directly to 

appropriate executive member)  

Permission granted for  repro-

duction of any part of "Forge" 

provided credit is given to the 

original source, and the item is 

not marked 'copyright' or spe-

cifically stated to be for the sole 

use of "Forge".  Unless other-

wise stated, the editors are the 

authors of all material.  Dis-

claimer Notice: "Forge" makes 

every effort to ensure accuracy 

of the information contained 

therein, but the executive offic-

ers & general membership of 

the Vancouver Island Black-

smith Association including the 

editors, specifically disclaim 

any responsibility or liability 

for damages or injuries as a 

result of any construction de-

sign, use or application of infor-

mation contained in this news-

letter.  The use of any infor-

mation is solely at the user's 

own risk. 

Submissions & Contributions 

 

Submissions to “Forge” can be 

made at any monthly meeting 

or  by snail mail  to: 

VIBA - The Editor 

1040 Marwood Avenue 

Victoria, BC Canada 

V9C 3C4 

OR 

Email: dgillett@shaw.ca 

 

President’s Report 
By:  Ray Orchard 

Dan put on an amazing head-forging 

demonstration. It’s the first time I can 

remember when people joined the 

club (three) to be able to attend a 

demonstration. Congratulations, Dan, 

Great work! 

I’d like to pass on the thanks of all of 

us to Skip for his years of dedicated 

service to the club as Librarian, and 

organizer of demonstrations. It’s no 

easy task sorting out what to add to 

our collection, and keeping track of 

the books, videos and newsletters 

from groups around the world. I’m 

not sure Dave realizes what he has 

taken on, but he’ll soon find out. 

While expressing thanks and appreci-

ation to Skip, I also extend best wish-

es to Dave. He is away right now so 

I’m not sure if he’s also taken on the 

task of organizing demonstrations. 

We’ll find out when he returns. Skip 

says it gets a bit difficult if our cus-

toms people come into the picture. 

Anyway, he and Elva celebrated with 

a trip to China. 

Eva too, deserves a great vote of 

thanks for hosting and housing virtu-

ally all of our visiting demonstrators 

during their time in Victoria. 

As those of you at the short October 

meeting will know, the Mounties 

were onto me about a young guy who 

was brandishing a couple of knives 

“in a rather menacing way” at his 

elementary school. He said he 

made them at our forge with the 

help of a member. As a result we 

are rigorously enforcing the regula-

tion calling for a parent or guardian 

to accompany any minors working 

in the club forge. Also, there is to 

be no forging of anything that 

could be used as a weapon by any 

minor member. It is up to each of 

us to watch for violations. In addi-

tion Neil is working on a program 

of basic blacksmithing techniques, 

each of which will have to be mas-

tered by new members before they 

are turned loose to do their own 

thing. Our Mountie contact was 

pleased to hear these actions. 

And finally, the heartiest best wish-

es for a happy festive season to you 

and yours! 
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Secretary’s Report 
By:  Charlie Low 

Viba Oct 31 ’10 minutes 

 

 The meeting was brief, as Dan was do-

ing a demo, making a cougar head. 

 The minutes from last meeting as pub-

lished in the Forge we approved. 

 New Business: The RCMP have been in 

touch with President Ray. Apparently a young 

person was waving a knife he had made at our 

shop in school. Actions to be taken include 

making sure anyone under 18 is accompanied 

by a parent or responsible adult, no one under 

18 will be allowed to make weapons, and Neil 

brought in a course outline from the California 

Blacksmith Assoc, which gives requirements as 

to things a blacksmith should be able to do and 

grades them according to levels from 1 to 4. 

Look for the requirements for each level to be 

published in this newsletter, and there is a copy 

of the listings nailed to the wall at the shop for 

convenient reference. Young people, and per-

haps some of us that are not so young should 

work our way through those levels, both to im-

prove our skill, and to give direction to our ef-

forts. 

 Dennis mentioned that there could be 

some instruction on shop safety, shop etiquette, 

and general tidiness.  

 It was pointed out that we cannot ignore 

the RCMP. One of the members can provide a 

sheet on what is legal and what is not legal in 

the way of cutlery, so look for it tacked to the 

wall in the shop too. Neil pointed out that the 

problem is not what is being made, but who is 

making it, and that it is really tough to enforce 

common sense. 

 And with that, we adjourned, and went 

back to the demonstration. 

Practical Blacksmithing 
 

Ed M.T. Richardson 1978, original publications 

1889, 1890 and 1891 

Weathervane Books, New York. 

 

 There is little obsolete information in this 

book, and a surprising amount that is still highly 

relevant. It consists of magazine articles, mostly 

quite short, by the people who were doing the 

work. The table of contents for Volume 1 covers 

Ancient and modern hammers, Ancient tools, 

Chimneys, forges fires, shop plans, work benches 

etc, Anvils and anvil tools, and Blacksmith’s tools. 

Volume 2 covers materials, tools and methods for 

general blacksmithing in 9 chapters. Volume 3 

covers tools, the kinds of steel available then- a 

real eye opener, and working iron and steel. The 

fourth volume is a bit specialized, covering car-

riage work, with the 3 of the last 4 chapters being 

of practical interest. 

 

 I found the practical instruction valuable, 

but what really caught my attention was the infor-

mation on the metals available at the time. Much 

of what they dealt with was wrought iron, but there 

was a lot of information about “Steel”- which we 

would normally now refer to as “High carbon 

steel”. The manufacture of steels was a pretty hap-

hazard affair, with generally no addition of any 

alloys, and control of carbon content being pretty 

rough. If you wanted a different steel, the general 

way to get it was to go to a different manufacturer, 

and you were expected to test the steel yourself to 

see if it was fit for the use you had in mind. 

 

 Much practical instruction in working 

with metals was provided from a variety of 

sources. For instance, they had letters from many 

authors on how to harden steel, and many more on 

various ways to temper it. The instructions on 

making welds also came from a variety of authors, 

and covered the subject from a wide variety of 

points of view. 

 

 In general, I feel that this book should be 

required reading for modern smiths, both for prac-

tical instructions, and to make us appreciate how 

far we have come. 

 

Chas 

Book Review by Chas Low 
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Show and Tell 
Photos by D Gillett 

Dome press made by Gus 

Designed to work sheet metal 

cold. The rubber press is actu-

ally a hockey puck 

Some of Dan Orton’s cat masks 

illustrating design methods he 

has used created. Presented in 

conjunction with the fall demo  
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Thanks to all the club members for attending the demo to make it a success. I am happy with my progress of lean-

ing more about making a mask out of one plate. Most of my helmet making skills are gained by trial and error. It 

evolves as I continue with my own style. I like the idea of making period Armour for the present time while filling 

my mind with past fantasy eras. Have fun thinking what it would have been like to make helmets in past lives as a 

blacksmith, or what would it have been made for: soldiers, ceremonial use, traveling circus to entertain with. I like 

to let my imagination go wild, for when I am working on the mask, the energy of what I am thinking about goes 

into the work and can be seen as the character emerges out from a flat plate. Every mask has a different feeling to 

it depending on my life situation, imaginative thinking ,and skill level that is always increasing.  

 

       It is good to use the internet for picture research so if you like print them out and put them on boards or the 

wall with tape magnets or pins, in order to see them all at the same time to make for fast viewing reference. Use a 

photo shop program on the computer such as 'Adobe photo shop'. Print the pictures out full project size if you can, 

so they are all to the same scale and can be used to measure from with rulers, calipers and flexible cloth measuring 

tapes to go around the object curves. Draw out three perspectives the top, front, and side views at full size. If you 

are making a mask or helmet to fit your face then get somebody to take front and side view photos and print them 

actual size, and trace them onto the perspective drawings or draw right over the animal picture.  

 

      To make the patten for cutting out the plate to hammer on: Make a clay sculpture of the mask on a table with a 

large mirror to make it faster to see the width measurement and symmetry. If you have a 3D form such as a clay 

sculpture, an animal plastic toy, or any found object then you can make a masking tape pattern from it with one 

full layer of green masking tape then three layers of ordinary beige masking tape in alternating directions for 

strength. Compress the layers well then with a permanent felt draw out the peaks, ridges, rounds, groves and val-

leys; and use different colors to indicate different meanings. You will have to trim the masking tape pattern with a 

sharp exacto knife and possibly make relief cuts. When pulling the pattern off be careful not to separate the layers 

and use a pointy tool or knife to make sure that all the bottom layers peel off at the same time. Lay the masking 

tape pattern down carefully flattening it on a piece of card paper and trace around it keeping in mind that when a 

bulge area wont flatten out then just give it the right amount of extra size as if it was flattened. Peal off the mask-

ing tape pattern then transfer all the permanent felt indication lines. If the project needs to be larger than the origi-

nal clay sculpture, animal plastic toy, or found object, then decide on the percentage and increase of the drawn out 

card paper pattern and enlarge it with the computer scanner, and print out the proper size, or use a photo copier to 

gain the size increase. Make the final pattern with card paper and tracing it out will be easier than using a paper 

one. Cut out the pattern with scissors, clean the grease off the metal plate with acetone and a rag, and trace around 

the pattern with a permanent felt marker. I cut out the plate with a beaverly shear for smooth finish or use what 

method you like. Tight radius curves can be cut with cold chisels of different widths that have the corners rounded 

and sharpened, and use a big 6 or 8 pound hammer to cut faster. Make sure to use a cutting plate over the anvil 

surface on the last depth of cutting to not ruin the anvil or chisel. Grind sand and file the plate edges true and 

smooth then file and sand the corners of the edge to take the sharpness away, for you don't want to cut yourself on 

the edge of the plate while it vibrates with the actions of hammering. A vibrating edge of plate has a greater ability 

to cut you so please nicely round the corners making it safer to work. 

 

       Keep in mind the shape to be worked on before the next heat and then hammering time is easier. Start forming 

the plate by getting the basic shapes in a rounded format such as when drawing a realistic drawing the use of ovals 

of irregular shapes are the starting point to get all the features in the right location. Then put the detail in as the 

next step. You want to start with rounded shaping methods so that the metal doesn't stretch past the original thick-

ness. Draw on the mask with soap stone the reference lines indicating the curves and such and the propane forge 

will not erase the lines. When the mask is at a more complete shaping of rounded forms then it is time to make 

smaller heated areas to make groves and sharpen up the look of it. You can place the helmet or mask on a block of 

wood letting the work piece act as its own anvil when hammering on it if it is a larger piece, thus not requiring a 

steak tool to back it up. Sheet metal steaks are used in different holders, some formed of a 1 1/4" square bar and 

others from 3/4" square bar. Look for pictures on the internet for tool ideas. 

 

      Rivet ,Tig-weld or arc-weld plates together to build up a shape or try to make it out of one piece. Making your 

own rivets will add to a more hand made look. Use small pipe such as 1/2" o.d. to rivet ventilation holes or hinge 

areas. 

 

      Start on a more simple project to build your skills up a step at a time. Have fun and use the proper safety gear. 

 

Daniel Orton 

Dan Orton Fall Demo 
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Thanks to Jake James,who invited me to his place for a shower, meals and a place to sleep then he me move my 

tools and equipment over to the club. Thanks to Willie Tobler and his wife Elaina for providing a place to shower, 

meals for 2 nights and then Willie helped move my tools back to my shop. Thanks to Ray Orchard for cooking the 

burgers. 
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Candelabra               By Chas Low  

 

 While we were having Thanksgiving on one of the local islands, one of the 

ladies in the group saw a free-standing candelabrum in a shop, and was much tak-

en with it. She decided on the spot that she needed it, or one like it, and fortunate-

ly, she was acquainted with a blacksmith, in fact, had one conveniently to hand. 

She and my wife conferred, and it was decided that I would build her a candela-

brum. I got a photo through the shop window, which fortunately was closed at the 

time. The photo was not great, as it did not show what sort of feet it had, but I did 

a sketch of it from the photo, and thought I could improve on the design, so for a 

couple of evenings I sat around doing sketches.  

 Finally, I actually took hammer in hand and got at it. We have a considera-

ble amount of fairly heavy twisted square stock around the shop, which was what 

they used for re-bar in 1917. It was salvaged when they tore down the old jail 

downtown. I selected 2 pieces of ¾ inch stock, one about 5 feet and one about 6. I 

did a square taper on both ends of the shorter piece, twisted them to more or less 

match the twist in the stock, and bent the piece double in the middle. I tapered one 

end of the longer piece, and twisted it, again, to more or less match the original 

twist, then forge welded the doubled piece to the other end, and drew the welded 

end out to a square taper and twisted it too, I then scrolled that taper, and the two 

loose ends, and bent the legs into reasonably graceful arches, so that the stem 

could stand up on 3 feet with the scrolls turning up. The bends were made using 

an adjustable bending fork- 2 pieces of 2 x 2 x ¼ inch angle about 8 inches long, 

each with a short piece of ¾ inch round stock welded somewhat off center. The 

two halves are clamped in a vise so the round stock bits stick up, and the spacing 

between them can be adjusted by sliding them towards or away from each other. 

 Now, there was a need for some bits to hold the candles. I took about 7 feet 

of half inch square stock, cut it in half, tapered both ends of each half, and twisted 

them full length, in opposite directions, and bent them into pleasing scrolls, with 

one end more tightly scrolled than the other. I then took about 4 feet of the same 

half inch stock, cut it in half, tapered all the ends, twisted them, again in opposite 

directions, and set about sticking the whole thing together with an old lincoln 

stick welder. I make no claim to being an expert welder, so while the frame is 

sturdy, it is not pretty, so I saw a need to do something about those welds.  

 In the meantime, I made 7 candle cups out of 1/8 inch flat stock, cut into 4 

inch squares. They were hammered down into the recess of a swage block, form-

ing cups, and the corners were bent under. However, most of them were pretty 

misshapen, so I took a 4 inch square of 3/8 flat stock, drove it into the recess of 
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the swage block, and welded a stem onto the concave side to fit a hardy hole. 

Then I took the candle cups one by one and straightened them out over the mush-

room. I drilled a quarter inch hole in the center of each cup, filed a small flat spot 

on top of each curl of the scrolls, and plug welded the cups onto the scrolls while 

a friend, Keith Kupitz, held them in place with vise-grips. 

 Finally, I had to do something about those welds, so I took an angle grinder 

with a heavy duty grinding wheel and smoothed out the welds and took the cor-

ners off the twists around them so they could be wrapped with copper wire. First, 

though, I painted with rust paint primer, then with flat black rust paint so the can-

delabra could live outside. Painting twisted square steel is tricky. The ridges want 

to hog the paint that should be going into the grooves, and anywhere you can’t see 

will be covered patchily. Laying it 

down on one side, painting every-

thing you can see, turning it over and 

painting everything you can see, then 

standing it up and painting every-

thing you have missed is pretty good, 

but I put the brush in a plastic bag 

then so when it is dry I can turn it 

over and inspect it again and touch 

up the bits that got missed.  

 Now, this candelabrum is 

meant to live outside, in an unfenced 

yard, in a neighborhood where every-

thing that is not red hot or nailed 

down can suddenly disappear. Leav-

ing the candelabrum red hot was not 

a viable option, so I opted for nailing 

it down. I made 3 “tent pegs”, from 

half inch square stock. I first tapered 

both ends of each, then bent them, so 

there is a long arm, about 19 to 20 inch-

es long, a short arm, about 5 inches 

long, separated by about 2 inches, to be 

installed over the scrolls at the ends of 

each leg, and driven into the ground un-

til each leg is solidly anchored. If the 

unit needs to be moved, the pegs can be 

pulled quite easily, with a car jack, but I 

don’t expect that bare hands will be ade-

quate to pull even one of the stakes. 
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Vancouver Island Blacksmith Association 

Membership Application 
 

   Name:  ______________________________ 

 

   Address:  ____________________________ 

 

   City:  __________  Prov./State:  __________ 

 

   Post/Zip Code:  _______________________ 

 

   Email:  ______________________________ 

 

   Phone:  (_____) _______________________ 

 

   Fax:  (_____) _________________________ 

 

Are you a:    New Member [ ]      Renewal [ ] 

 

[ ] Regular Membership $30.00 Annually 

 

[ ] Contributory Member $100.00 Annually 
     Members are required to sign a Liability Waiver 

Make cheques or money orders payable to: 
Vancouver Island Blacksmith Assoc. (VIBA) 

1040 Marwood Avenue 

Victoria, BC  CANADA 

V9C 3C4 

Artist Blacksmiths Assoc. of North America 

Membership Application 

Name:  ________________________________ 

Address:  ______________________________ 

City:  ______________  State/Prov.:  _______ 

Zip/Postal Code:  _______________________ 

Phone:  (_____) ________________________ 

Fax:  (_____) __________________________ 

[ ]  Full Time Student……….........….$35./year 

[ ]  Regular Membership….........…….$45./year 

[ ]  Senior Citizen (age 65+)…........…$40./year 

[ ]  Overseas Surface Mail….......……$60./year 

[ ]  Oversea Air Mail............................$80./year 

[ ]  Contributory Membership............$100./year 

[ ]  Public Library Subscription...........$35./year 

Credit Card Payment 

Card No.  _______________________ 

[ ] Visa      [ ]  Mastercard 

Expiry Date:  ____________________ 

Signature:  ______________________ 

by Phone:  703-680-1632 

Mail:  ABANA, 15754 Widewater Dr  

          Dumfries, VA, USA, 22025-1212 

           Email: abana@abana.org 

Steels- hardening and tempering  ….Book review by Chas Low 

 

 The book is Hardening and Tempering- Annealing and forging of steel, by Joseph V 

Woodworth, reprinted by Lindsay publications, originally printed in 1902- costs 9.95 from Powells Books in Port-

land. I would not be a bit surprised to find there are more recent books on the subject, but this is the one I have.  

 There are an infinite number of steels, all with different hardening characteristics- but I am only considering 

simple iron-carbon steels- there are 2 basic types- mild and high carbon. Mild has a carbon content up to about 0.25%, 

high carbon is usually more than about 0.45%, and in normal production steels, less than about 1.5%. As a general 

thing, nothing much happens when you heat-treat mild steels They remain soft and ductile- hardness about 30-40 

rockwell C, tensile strength about 30k to 40k pounds per square inch, bendable, machineable, and weldable. 

 High carbon steels are the opposite. When properly heat treated, they can have a hardness up into the 60s RC, 

and tensile strengths up to nearly or above a hundred thousand PSI. When they are heated to the non-magnetic point, 

the steel changes from the austenitic to the martensitic state (I think that is the right way around)- the carbon, which is 

normally deposited around the grains of iron goes into solution, and wanders around in the actual iron crystals. When 

the steel is rapidly quenched, some of the carbon atoms are trapped in the iron crystals, deforming them and putting 

them under strain. It is this strain which makes the steel extremely hard and extremely brittle. With the very high car-

bon steels, if they are left in this state, they can spontaneously crack and shatter. In any case, they are not very usea-

ble, so they need to be tempered which toughens them, but also softens them by allowing some of the carbon to slip 

out of the iron crystals. Tempering is done at much lower temperatures than hardening, and the degree of tempering 

can be judged by the colour which develops. Yellow- 420-470F, bronze 470-500, purple, 530-550, blue-550-600, pale 

blue 610-700. At 725, steel glows red in the dark, and at 1077, it glows red in daylight. In general, the lower tempera-

tures reduce the hardness and increase the toughness less than the higher temperatures  For instance, hammer faces 

should be tempered to light yellow , axes to dark purple, springs to blue, and so on. You can do differential tempering

- for knives, you want the body of the blade to be tough, and the edge to be hard- so you heat the blade from the back, 

bringing (ideally) the back up to blue, while the edge gets no further along than yellow.  

 High alloy steels are more or less similar, some wont harden- some will, but at different temperatures- the 

colour sequence is the same, but at different temperatures, and with different results- so you need to know what it is 

you have, so you can look up how to treat it to get the result you want- or you need to have a small, unimportant bit to 


